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AGENDA DISCUSSION  
 

Presentation by: 
Alice Hildebrand, 
M.Div., BCC and 
Steve McCormick, 
Ed.D.  
 
“Body, Mind and 
Spirit: Caring for 
the Whole 
Person” 

Grounded theory - Foundational model based on personal practice and existing theoretical model.  Not unbiased 
- come into research with own beliefs. Definition of spiritualty; religion- unified system of beliefs. What is 
spiritual care? Trauma creates spiritual distress; Whole person wellness: Mind, body , spirit. Maslow’s Human 
motivation; Winicott- transitional object. Culture- nature, music Arts, religion, etc. 
Theoretical sensitivity: Theoretical biases bring into research 
Research Question: What is the religious experience of one going thru trauma? What can a chaplain do to help? 
Procedure: Partnership: Spiritual/neuro science/research. Sample: 25 cases, 20-40 min. interviews, transcribed. 
Inclusion criteria: gender, religion, age; Variety of traumatic illness  anything that overwhelms capacity to 
cope. Ethical issues: Power and coercion as PI and chaplain, detail consent form; risk interview as spiritual care 
dialogue, Privacy and confidentiality  security. PI as chaplain- people opening up during individual interview 
questions. Be open to sharing the experience. Logistics, Pt info, accuracy and reliable concerns. Used open- 
ended questions/ semi structured. Moved into question about chaplaincy , reflective listening. Keep field notes 
of experience.     

 

Coding 
(continued)  

250 pages of transcript. Also collected info from pt. record; Helpful to have 2nd coder. Find phrase- descriptive of 
experience; Achieve saturation in category  open coding. Focused coding: Begin to bundle into themes. Axial 
coding: Words that describe care concept. Count instances of themes; Provide examples of each theme. 
Organize attributes around themes. Themes- presence, pt. relationship, meaning. Questions shifting over time 
to get deeper responses. Summary of finding based on themes. Now more from axial coding to theorist coding. 
Relate finding to found model. Presence relationship meaning and how it links back to sensitivity theories.  
 

 

Assumptions 1. The care giver, continually assesses the need of the pts .-  presence relationship meaning 
2. Assessment of pt. guides care giver intervention - presence validates relationship meaning.  
3. Care give intervention impacts pt. care 
4. Whole person care centers around pt. 

 

Validity and 
reliability 

Metaphor and descriptive with interviewees. Documents, consistence, repeatable, confirmable member 
checking- confirm/ co-creation. Staff validation/ including cultural other uses of the too with the care team. 

 

Next meeting Nov, 20, 2014 4:30-6:00 pm. Dana Center class room #1. Nan Solomans, MS, Data Analyst III presents: “Social 
Network Analysis methods in a study of the impact of communication patterns on communication quality and 
adherence to practice”. Or call in 662- 1290 pass code 987654 
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 Meeting synopsis: 
- To literature review or not? Lit review for sensitizing concepts; more informed by professional development- Maslow, Winicott, etc. “Become a 

lens”.  
- Compassion Fatigue - how to apply this model to care givers? Need to look at what the institution needs to do?   
- This research useful to explain value of Chaplaincy to pt. care  

o Need to build relationships with staff 
- Need to be open during the coding process, as you will automatically follow the process. 
- Did the IRB change the focus? 

o If there is limited risk should go through (if you followed the direction).  


